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The CTA Cleantech Program exists to connect Canada’s best and brightest cleantech 
start-ups with potential investors, customers and strategic partners in the US market.  
The program is led by the Canadian Consulates in San Francisco, New York, Boston 

and Denver, and is delivered with a strong set of partners from across the cleantech 
ecosystem, including the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the New 
York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), The Cleantech Open 
(CTO), Powerhouse, Urban Future Lab, Columbia Technology Ventures and others.  In its 
eight years of operation, the CTA Cleantech program has helped over 60 companies secure 
more than $219 million in venture funding.

The CTA Cleantech program begins with a national call for applications from across 
Canada’s dynamic cleantech landscape.  A panel of leading US venture capitalists 
evaluates the applicants based on market fit and growth potential, and recommends a small 
percentage of applicants to be included in the program.  Each year’s cohort is a snapshot 
of Canadian cleantech companies that have proven their value proposition at home and are 
poised to succeed in the US and other global markets.

This year the CTA Cleantech program is being delivered virtually over the course of 12 
weeks in the fall of 2020.  In addition to multiple opportunities to connect with potential 
US investors, customers and strategic partners, the companies are trained on pitching, 
fundraising, sales, marketing, tax & legal questions and beyond.  This training is designed to 
help the companies succeed in the US market, and has consistently been shown to support 
their long term growth.  

This Dealbook provides key details on the 2020 CTA Cleantech cohort, and should give a 
sense of the strength of Canada’s innovation ecosystem.  We’re proud to introduce these 
companies to you, and would welcome the opportunity to speak further about how we can 
help you find Canadian innovation that fits your investment thesis and strategic needs.

mailto:ian.philp%40international.gc.ca?subject=
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PRODUCT SUMMARY
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SEEKING

CUSTOMER

Our patented cooling technologies reduce a data center’s energy use by 30% and cost by 20% while making 
the data center’s waste-heat available for other purposes, including as the input energy for direct air capture 
of carbon dioxide. This means that when you do anything online, you can be actively removing CO2 from the 
atmosphere. We are offering these technologies via licensing initially with an eye towards a hardware as a 
service offering for CO2 capture and sequestration using a data center’s waste heat.

Our plan to remove 0.5 gigatons of CO2 by 2050 was selected by the Canadian Ministry of Energy as a 
finalist for Breakthrough Energy Solutions Canada and our cooling technology paired with carbon capture 
was recently awarded a Solar Impulse Efficient Solution Label. Furthermore our host partner, Hypertec, has 
validated the business case of deploying our technology in Québec as being cost-effective.

We have verified that our technology works and can be manufactured cost-effectively, is financially 
attractive and sustainable. 

We solve a big problem with significant upsides and we have talked to many industry insiders. The 
industry is cautious but integrating new technologies like ours is not uncommon. It does take time and 
trust in that technology has to be earned. This is why the full-scale installation we’re pursuing is critical as 
part of our marketing strategy. We can not do this in half-measures.

The time for theory and invention is over. Now we need to take it to the next level.

We are raising funds for a $5-6M USD project to build the first full-scale installation of our solution that will also 
lead to our first products being available for sale. We are seeking just over $1M USD for the first stage of that 
project. We are also seeking strategic partners interested in either playing host to our first deployment or who 
can assist in the wide scale deployment of our technology.

Our potential customers include data center operators such as Amazon AWS, Google, Microsoft, Equinix, 
Digital Realty plus data center server manufacturers such as Dell, IBM and HPE. Data center operators will 
benefit from reduced costs and increased energy efficiency while creating a new revenue stream from captured 
waste-heat and making progress towards corporate climate change targets, while server manufacturers will be 
able to provide their customers with more efficient and cost-effective solutions.
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Niall Davidson Jacques Blais
CEO

Executive VP
ntdavidson@adct.ca
(514) 238-8061

By harnessing the global data center fleet 
our goal is to enable the profitable removal 
of as much as 2 gigatonnes of CO2 from the 
atmosphere annually by 2050.

MARKET SIZE IMPACTADC  
TECHNOLOGIES

adct.ca

2020 CTA CLEANTECH DEALBOOK

Montreal, QC

$5 BILLION
TAM

Source: IDCMaking Data Centers Carbon Negative
Through Superior Cooling
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Audette unlocks clean capital investment for large building portfolios. One-fifth of spending on commercial 
energy efficiency is wasted on administration and slow consultants. Audette removes this bottle-neck by 
connecting to and analyzing digital building data. We uncover millions in untapped potential to reduce 
operating costs, increase asset value and cut carbon. We provide the insights and expert support needed 
to invest confidently in your building portfolio. 

In 120 days, Audette’s MVP generated $82,000 USD in contracts with $400,000 USD more in the pipeline. Our 
early adopters include three major real estate firms: CBRE Group, Ivanhoe Cambridge and Onni Group.

The Audette team are leaders in building science, cleantech deployment and technology development. Early 
traction indicates a huge appetite for our new way of looking at buildings. The energy efficiency industry is 
slow-moving and ready to fall to the digital revolution. Our analytic techniques cut time and effort by 90% 
while providing high-quality, benchmarked insights that sell to financial decision makers. With global energy 
efficiency investments set to exceed $1T USD by 2050, now is the time to cut waste, accelerate lending and 
drive drastic action.

Audette is leading the way and we invite you to join us.

We are seeking growth opportunities in new markets through strategic partnerships with institutional property 
owners, commercial property management firms, energy service contractors and utility companies. We also 
aim to develop relationships with aligned investors active in PropTech and CleanTech, with potential to lead or 
participate in a $1-2M USD seed round in Q1-Q2 2021.

Audette sells directly to management groups of large commercial and institutional building portfolios. Key 
users include energy managers and capital planning directors. We partner with utilities to streamline access 
to incentive programs for energy efficiency.  Finally, our marketplace services generate leads for cleantech 
solutions providers and financiers.

Upon reaching scale in 2025, we will have 
identified $10B in clean capital investments, 
with the opportunity to mitigate 8Mt of 
carbon emissions annually.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

AUDETTE
Liberating Clean Capital for Commercial 
Building Retrofits

audette.io Victoria, BC

LEADERSHIP

Christopher Naismith

Matt Quetton

Matt Alfke
CEO

CFO

Sales Director
christopher@audette.io

$3 BILLION 
SAM

Source: Allied Market Research
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Our purpose-built smart grid technology, HIEV, delivers EV demand response and managed charging for 
electric utilities and supports industry standard protocols including OCPP, OADR, OCPU, Green Button and 
Blockchain. Our cloud solution brings all EV chargers to one unified platform for combined visibility and control.
Our HIEV mobile app gives real-time smart controls to EV owners for grid supportive and low cost charging.

We have:
• Secured support from Ontario and Canadian Government through the Smart Grid Fund, SDTC Seed Fund 

and AC JumpStart Seed Fund.
• Signed contracts in Portugal, India, Middle East, Canada and Germany.
• Ongoing pilot engagement with London Hydro, a utility in Ontario, and in advance stage of securing the pilots 

with three large utilities in the US

EVs will supplant conventional vehicles in coming decades. The electricity demand of EV charging would 
challenge the business model and infrastructure of electric utilities and cities. The growth projections for 
emerging EV charging industry is compelling with CAGR >25% for next decade.

Elocity has a proprietary, defensible and innovative technology which enables electric utilities, cities and 
business to participate in managed EV charging. Thus, we are well-positioned to capture the substantial 
emerging EV charging demand management market.

Elocity has developed an ecosystem of partners, collaborators and secured contracts across the globe. 
We have an excellent management and scientific team who has led development of multiple successful 
products in the digital space, with expertise in global electric utilities and transportation industry.

We are seeking to raise Series A equity financing of $3M USD by the end of 2020. We are at a critical point 
of growth and want to build relationships with strategic investors for our upcoming institutional financing. We 
are also looking for pilots with electric utilities, municipalities and large home builders to commercialize HIEV 
technology in the growing EV charging market in the US.

Our customer segments include:
• Electric Utilities and Cities: Our HIEV connects EV chargers to utilities and cities through a secure, private 

and interoperable network. This seamless, scalable, end-to-end solution is unlike anything else on the 
market, offering enhanced customer data privacy, AI-based forecasting and the ability to work with “any” 
make of charger.  

• Charge Point Operators and Manufacturers: Our technology helps charge point operators and manufacturers 
to manage and operate private and public EV charging networks.

• Multi-unit Residentials: Our smart controls technology substantially reduces the investment needed on EV 
charging infrastructure by the builders and facility managers.
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LEADERSHIP

Sanjeev Singh

Tony Stewart

Dr. Arvind Kumar

Dinesh Chandra

Co-Founder & CEO

Chief Experience Officer

Co-Founder & COO

CTO

sanjeev@elocitytech.com

$38.9 BILLION Our technology reduces the need to dispatch 
“peaker” power plants fueled by coal, oil or gas, 
thus reducing GHG emissions and air pollution 
while improving grid efficiency.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

elocitytech.com Toronto, ON

TAM

Source: Meticulous Research for 2027 

ELOCITY
Accelerating EV Adoption Through 
a Connected EV World
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EnergyX believes in improving buildings, not just changing behaviour. Our product suite allows utilities to 
digitally engage with customers, connect them to vendors and manage workflows and even identify deep 
energy retrofit opportunities at scale. Our tools are engaging for the customer, and actionable for the utilities 
we partner with. We streamline complex energy efficiency processes while simultaneously generating robust 
customer insights. These insights allow our utility partners to meet and exceed their energy efficiency goals, 
design more impactful programs and revolutionize the customer experience. 

1. As of Q2 2020, EnergyX has achieved $750,000 USD in ARR. 
2. Our platform has provided online energy assessments to over 800,000 users since inception.
3. Since inception, EnergyX has raised over $3.7M USD in dilutive and non-dilutive funding.  

We have growing client traction. We have pushed to expand in the US market over the past 12 months 
and have acquired seven new US-based utility clients. 

We have successfully achieved three client requirements: Lowering a utility’s cost to acquire an energy 
efficiency program participant by 75%; allowing utilities to meet their program targets; and providing 
utility customers with extremely accurate savings calculations. 

Retrofit AI technology will disrupt the energy efficiency space. We have developed technology that 
delivers certified audit accuracy with as few as two to ten building data points. Leveraging our expertise 
in digital audits and data analytics we have completed pilots of this novel, disruptive technology with 
two utility clients and have rolled them into multi-year licensing deals.

We are seeking $3.3M USD in a Series A round that will be allocated towards:

• Sales and Marketing: This includes ramping up sales representative hires in order to expand our go-to-
market reach beyond the United States. EnergyX would also be hiring additional marketing personnel 
to undertake market research and collateral creation in the new geographies we are planning to enter. 
The marketing team would ramp up our current account based marketing strategy, creating customized 
marketing campaigns for high value prospects in our sales funnel. 

• Product Development: This includes increasing our software development team to match the cadence of 
new closed deals and the associated onboarding requirements. EnergyX would also be increasing our 
data science team to further the work currently being performed for our artificial intelligence and machine 
learning models. 

Our customers are organizations that are involved in the energy delivery process to residential and small 
business customers. They include some of the largest North American electricity and gas serving utilities, 
energy retailers, government energy efficiency organizations and energy cooperatives. These customers buy 
our products to help run government mandated energy efficiency programs. We help our customers on multiple 
fronts: 1) Provide in-depth insights into customer base usage and the optimal methods to target, engage and 
increase participation of these customers into relevant energy efficiency programs; and 2) Streamline workflow 
processes around customer program enrollment and rebate processing, metric analysis and program reporting 
and 3) instantaneously identify evaluation grade deep energy retrofit opportunities at scale. 
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LEADERSHIP

Nishaant Sangaavi
Alex CorneglioCEO
CTOnishaant@energyxsolutions.com

(647)889-7639

EnergyX estimates that if every home globally 
used Retrofit AI, greenhouse gas emissions 
could be reduced by 10%.

MARKET SIZE IMPACTENERGYX 
SOLUTIONS
Empowering Utilities to Streamline and 
Automate Their Energy Efficiency Programs

energyxsolutions.com Toronto, ON

$231 MILLION 
TAM

Source: Internal
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Greenr is a robust yet flexible accounting software built to fully track carbon offset data. Greenr’s mission is 
to rapidly bring carbon credits to market. The audit and accounting of carbon credits is slow and expensive;  
Greenr reduces the costs associated with carbon credit accounting while providing the opportunity to create 
a consumer retail market. Powered by Mantle Blockchain, Greenr software expedites the verification and 
sale of carbon credits while adding transparency into the lifecycle of the credit from production to retirement. 
Greenr is the catalyst for carbon accountability.

Greenr has proven market demand by engaging with early customers who are eager to use the platform, we 
are currently finding product market fit with these stakeholders. Greenr has completed the Clean-Tech Open 
and is ready to raise investor capital.

Greenr brings automation and efficiency to an extremely time consuming and manual process, which 
in turn eases the burden and reduces the required efforts for registries and regulators to authenticate 
carbon credits.

Greenr provides the infrastructure for a more robust and transparent carbon asset marketplace, giving 
people and businesses the opportunity to benefit from actively reducing their carbon footprint and making 
eco-friendly decisions.

Greenr allows for many more third party services to participate in the ecosystem by financially 
encouraging carbon-reducing businesses to operate through easily selling their accumulated credits, 
accelerating the world towards carbon neutrality.

Mantle Technology, Greenr’s Canadian parent co., is raising $3M USD to bring products to market, 
international market entry and support ecosystem growth. 

We are also seeking a $500,000 seed round to open a new entity (Greenr) to serve the US cleantech market. 
The funds will be used for 12 months of development and operational runway to support work with flagship 
customers to get MVP in six months and full product launch into US market for Q4 2021.

Greenr’s primary customer base is;
• Projects that support additional carbon reduction, such as Solar/wind farms, recycling programs, 

reforestation, LEED buildings, etc.
• Regulators; Carbon Asset registries (i.e. Verra, Gold Standard, UN SDG) responsible for credit certification, 

who can benefit from Greenr’s user-friendly tracking and monitoring of carbon credits.
• Credit Purchasers; companies that have emitted more than their permitted annual GHG emissions and 

therefore must purchase authenticated carbon credits to avoid penalties.
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LEADERSHIP

Kerem Kolcuoglu
Co-Founder
kerem@mantleblockchain.com
(905) 541-2309 

When Greenr is at scale, funding will travel 
seamlessly across the value chain and the 
path to profitability for carbon reducing 
businesses will be clear.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

mantleblockchain.com Montreal, QC

Pascal Leblanc
Technology Lead
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$600 MILLION
TAM 2019

Source: S&P Global

GREENR
Verified Authenticity for Participants
in the Carbon Credits Market
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Ionic Solutions’ patented Capacitive Electrodialysis Reversal (C-EDR) technology, cost-effectively addresses 
the growing demand for clean water. By solving the limitations of well understood electrodialysis-reversal 
principals, C-EDR achieves up to 50% improvement in water recovery and 25% cost reduction over  
existing technologies. 

C-EDR modular cells are configured in parallel to offer a wide range of flow rates which make it ideal for 
municipal, commercial or industrial applications requiring seawater, brackish water or water softening 
treatment. The solution is sold standalone for new water projects or as a retrofit to existing facilities. 

MIT published two studies in 2017 confirming electrodialysis as being the most effective method of 
delivering potable water to municipalities and residents. C-EDR makes this a commercial reality by solving 
Electrodialysis limitations. C-EDR efficiency advantages have been verified by the Southern Alberta Institute 
of Technology (SAIT). 

C-EDR technology is a water desalination breakthrough, making energy efficient and cost-
effective clean water a reality throughout the world. Compared to industry leading reverse osmosis 
technologies, C-EDR has 50% higher recovery rate and uses half the energy, giving it a 40% lower 
operating cost profile. 

The energy efficiency and recovery rate advantages of C-EDR have been rigorously verified through 
extensive testing. This technology is now ready for field trials. To further augment the security of 
this technology in the marketplace, Ionic Solutions has protected its intellectual property through a 
combination of multiple patents and company trade secrets. 

Ionic Solutions has signed an MOU with an international-based strategic partner. This partnership has 
the reasonable potential to yield $20M USD in annual revenue with greater than 20% CAGR.  

Ionic Solutions Ltd. is seeking up to $2M USD to manufacture two portable units for customer demonstration 
and site evaluation purposes. One is for brackish water, the other for seawater (high salinity) applications. 
Funds will also be deployed against business and market development and design for at scale manufacturing.  
To expedite market entry and growth, Ionic Solutions seeks strategic partners who have a “water mandate” as 
part of their management or financial portfolio.   

Ionic Solutions desalination technology has a capital and operating cost advantage over existing desalination 
technology.  The market and customers include, municipalities, agriculture, NGOs, hotels/resorts, food and 
beverage producers, steam generating power plants and industrial process companies. Additionally, Ionic 
Solutions has a unique process to expand the output from existing desalination plants. This makes the plant 
operators of existing facilities a large customer base. The most important customer for this use will be the 
EPC’s who will not only be a customer, but also a marketer of the technology.
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LEADERSHIP

Barry Johnson

Kevin Slough

Azar Yazdanbod
President, Founder & Director

Vice President Operations

Vice President, CTO & Founder
bjohnson@ionicsolutions.ca
(403) 608-0184

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

IONIC 
SOLUTIONS
Reducing the Cost to Achieve Clean Water 

ionicsolutions.ca Calgary, AB

Replacing existing RO desalination facilities 
with C-EDR would save 25B m3/year of 
reject water and 31.5B kWh/year of power 
consumption. Achieving this contributes 
to annual CO2 emissions reductions of 
approximately 17M tonnes.

$12.8 BILLION
TAM

Source: Grand View Research
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Ionomr designs and manufactures breakthrough advanced ion-exchange materials to enable the 
hydrogen economy. These membranes and polymers unlock a step-change in efficiency and scalability 
of electrochemical systems with alkaline-stable anion-exchange materials for producing the lowest-cost 
green hydrogen with electrolyzers as well as the most effective systems for carbon utilization with CO2 
electro-reduction. Our hydrocarbon proton-exchange materials are designed to enhance efficiency, 
lifetime, and operational conditions of a fuel cell while enabling recycling and sustainability by the 
elimination of toxic materials.

We have 50 commercial customers in various stages of qualification – including a large number at R&D scale, 
several qualified into small pilots and two full industrial pilot scale. We have an active JDA with chemical 
industry giant, Nouryon, for development of cost-effective green hydrogen systems, several additional energy 
and chemical companies evaluating materials for similar programs.

Ionomr’s major differentiator is our ability to produce materials with maximum chemical stability, extremely high 
performance and minimum gas or product crossover without the use of fluorine. The membranes have highly 
unique properties with several advantages:

• Maximum chemical durability – strongest alkaline stability available and maximum chemical tolerance in 
operating fuel cells

• High temperature capability to meet long-term targets outlined by industry (Toyota) – maximize efficiency
• Reduced gas crossover - increased efficiency, safety, and product lifetime
• Improved recyclability and green material in comparison to fluorinated membranes

This is validated by Ionomr’s major momentum working with the leader for heavy duty transport in both North 
America and Europe, the largest supplier of Green Hydrogen in Europe in Nouryon, and two of the largest 
industrial solutions for CO2 electrolysis.

We are targeting partners and investors focused on making a long-term impact to address global climate 
commitments. From CO2 conversion products to alternative energy carriers, to energy conversion devices, 
Ionomr is interested in discussing support for clean technology scale-up with any interested parties. We are 
targeting a Series A funding round of $20M USD.

We are interested in partners and customers in the hydrogen market interested in improving costs of 
technology by supporting collaborative R&D – including chemical and industrial gas suppliers, automotive 
companies and OEMs of electrochemical equipment.

Our customers are tier one OEM device manufacturers including fuel cell and electrolyzer manufacturers 
and major engineering companies. Membranes define performance, efficiency and durability of systems and 
customers are eager to improve all three. We have validated core interests with large OEMs and frequently 
reference industry targets such as DOE. We have secured POs, including repeat orders increasing in scale, 
have an active JDA program with chemical company Nouryon and engage in ongoing discussions progressing 
to additional JDAs.

LEADERSHIP

Ben Britton, PhD

Omid Toussi

Bill Haberlin

Tim Peckham, PhD

CSO

Sales Applications Engineer

CEO

CTO

britton@ionomr.com
(778) 887-8558

Ionomr has the technical advantages to capture 
a fully-scaled market and withdraw 8GT of CO2 
annually through more environmental materials 
manufacturing and enabling of cost effective fuel 
cells, water electroylsis and CO2 electrolysis.

MARKET SIZE IMPACTIONOMR 
INNOVATIONS
Advanced Materials to Disrupt the
Hydrogen and Clean Energy Economy

ionomr.com Vancouver, BC

$4.3 BILLION
TAM

Source: IEA by 2030
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Kanin Energy enables large industrial users to monetize their waste heat by providing end-to-end project 
development and financing to generate clean power. Kanin helps partners reduce their carbon impact without 
having to worry about efficiency projects that are “too small” for their core business. Partners are paid for the 
waste heat, which can be used to reduce operational costs or provide an additional revenue stream. 

Our company has gotten an incredible amount of traction considering the short time we’ve been a company. 
We currently have over 25 projects with 12 companies worth over $850M USD in our sales pipeline. The 
feedback from the market has been overwhelmingly positive as well, with very few prospective customers 
saying “no” to our offering. We are continuing to refine our sales process and team, with the hope of 
expanding our sales team to accelerate the growth using cash from our fundraise.

Waste heat is currently being vented into the atmosphere and wasted because we have yet to deploy the 
appropriate resources and capital dedicated to unlocking it. The grid needs clean baseload power to balance 
the intermittency of solar. Furthermore, we are living in a time when ESG really matters to heavy industry. All of 
these factors reinforce Kanin’s growth and success.

Kanin Energy will be launching the seed round fundraising process in October 2020. We are hoping to raise 
$1M USD with investors that are strategically aligned with our mission to reduce carbon emissions from the 
industrials sector and to influence how new business models can catalyze deployment of climate technology. 
We hope our investors will also bring strategic synergies, whether that be through access to potential 
customers or through experience in the renewable power or industrials sector.

Kanin Energy’s target host sites are industrial sites that produce waste heat as a byproduct of their 
manufacturing/production process. Ideal heat range is over 150°C / 300°F.  This type of heat is prevalent in 
the cement, fertilizer, glass, steel, aluminum and chemicals facilities. The oil and gas industry is also a good 
candidate and the heat can be found in natural gas pipelines, refineries, natural gas processing plants and 
any other site that may have turbines. 

Once a viable host site is selected, Kanin Energy will pay the host for the waste heat provided. It is worth 
noting that our hosts never have to pay for our offering.

LEADERSHIP

Janice Tran

Jake Bainbridge

Rod Fitzsimmons Frey

Dan Fipke

CEO & Co-Founder

CTO

President/COO

Managing Director

janice@kaninenergy.com

In three to five years, we expect to be 
mitigating 300,000 tons of CO2 per year 
from the industrial sector.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

kaninenergy.com Calgary, AB

$40 BILLION
TAM

Source: ICF International

KANIN ENERGY
Creating Clean Power from Waste Heat and 
Developing Other Industrial Efficiency Solutions
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Planetary Hydrogen’s SeaOH2 process produces hydrogen with a negative emissions profile which, when 
combined with low carbon intensity oils such as bio-oil, can produce carbon negative drop-in hydrocarbons. 
Through a novel electrochemical process, we create hydrogen and hydroxide. We use the hydroxide to 
directly capture CO2 and store it as a stable bicarbonate in the ocean, the world’s largest carbon sink. We 
are a company built upon a fundamental mission to combat climate change, and we’re armed with a game 
changing technology.

Within the first year of operation of this business, we’ve raised over $1M CAD from private and public sources.  
Interest is incredibly high in our solution and we have secured two corporate collaborators for the pilot who are 
contributing cash to its success. 

1. Our integrated process produces negative emissions hydrogen since it actively removes carbon directly 
from the air. 

2. The potential of the solution is to produce fuels like gasoline, diesel or jet fuel that already fit in our current 
fueling infrastructure but remove carbon from the atmosphere with every mile traveled. 

3. The most innovative thing about our process is how it takes carbon out of the air and sequesters it for 
100,000 years or more while restoring ocean chemistry impacted by climate change. 

Our goal is to raise $3-5M USD to finance the engineering and build of our pilot plant and its operations. 
We aim to close this round by late spring 2021. We are also seeking corporate collaborations towards the 
development of the pilot plant. 

Our scale-up strategy includes a number of key customers to ultimately get us through to the kind of scale 
required to access the fuels market. These customers are:

• Natural gas distributors looking to blend hydrogen in order to meet GHG targets and to provide value added 
products;

• Electrical utilities looking to lower the grid GHG footprint while balancing the load from intermittent renewable 
energy;

• Public and private transportation and shipping fleets and ports looking to access cheaper clean hydrogen as 
a primary fuel;

• New hydrogen users such as steel manufacturers looking to reduce their carbon footprint; and
• Industrial gas companies looking to add to their hydrogen portfolio and potentially balance negative 

emissions hydrogen production against higher emissions methods.

Ultimately, we’d like to engage with biofuels and direct air fuels companies in order to collaborate to produce 
carbon negative fuel. 

LEADERSHIP

Mike Kelland

Sadaf Tahmasebi

Greg Rau

Brock Battochio

Co-Founder & CEO

Co-Founder & Chief Scientist

Co-Founder & CTO

Co-Founder & Lead Engineer

mike@planetaryhydrogen.com

While taking the entire hydrogen market over 
with our technology is a tall order, if we were to 
do so, we would be capturing and sequestering 
3-4 Gt of CO2 each year. 

MARKET SIZE IMPACTPLANETARY 
HYDROGEN
Enabling the Production of Drop-In Carbon-
Negative Hydrocarbon Fuels

planetaryhydrogen.com Gatineau, QC

$150 BILLION 
TAM

Source: IEA
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Polystyvert has developed a breakthrough technology for recycling plastic #6 – polystyrene – using a low-
carbon footprint dissolution process that works on all types of polystyrene: expanded, extruded and injection-
molded. 

Using an essential oil as a solvent and a low-temperature process, Polystyvert breaks down and repurposes 
contaminated polystyrene currently destined for waste while retaining the same properties as virgin 
polystyrene. Thus, Polystyvert is creating a circular economy for polystyrene via a technology that is safe, 
energy efficient and economically viable.

We have proven that highly contaminated PS can be recycled and purity of the final product is equal to virgin 
PS. Since 2018, we have maintained operation of a demonstration plan that has a capacity of 125kg/h and 
leverages our three patents on our technology.

1. Following a scale-up process, the technology is now ready for full scale commercialization. The polystyrene 
industry is eager to find a solution as this plastic is barely recycled. High profile companies are at various 
stages of our rigorous process to implement the technology through a licence.

2. The IP is strong with a family of three patents.

3. A legal opinion attests of the suitability for food grade approval.  

We are now in the commercialization phase of licences and have opened a round of financing for $5M USD. 
We aim to continue building our network of key commercial entities, industry players and potential buyers, 
investors and partners. 

Three market segments have been identified as the most promising: PS users such as Owens Corning, 
Knauf, BASF; PS manufacturers such as Total, Ineos; and residual materials managers such as Veolia. 

Our ideal customer would be PS manufacturer, with several plants, producing over 100K tons of PS, looking 
for green transition, or a large resin producer. 

Players are known and limited in number. This business model is a “win-win-win” situation, meaning it is 
profitable for all stakeholders. The client now has access to a cheaper and greener solution for their PS 
residues. The buyer of PS resins can purchase a high-quality ecological product. The operator (a company 
that purchases a license for our technology) makes a profit because the OPEX for our recycling process is 
cheaper than the production of virgin resin. 

LEADERSHIP

Solenne Brouard Gaillot

Jon Caplan, Mech. Eng, MBA

Marianne Lépinoit, CPA,CA

Roland Côté, PhD. Chem

CEO

CTO

CFO

CSO

sbrouard@polystyvert.com

Europe, the US and Canada produce 9M mt 
of PS annually. If the Polystyvert technology 
was fully deployed to those markets, it would 
translate in reduction of CO2 of 21M t from the 
atmosphere each year.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

POLYSTYVERT 
Technology Providing Virgin-Like Recycled 
Polystyrene to the Plastic Industry

polystyvert.com Anjou, QC

$29 BILLION 
TAM

Source: Beroe Inc.
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QD Solar Inc. is commercializing cutting-edge photovoltaic (PV) research out of the University of Toronto. QD 
Solar’s IP-protected product is a drop-in compatible, low-cost, lightweight, and flexible high-power density 
tandem solar sheet. The team combines two advanced light-absorbing materials - colloidal quantum dots and 
perovskites - to take solar beyond efficiencies achievable using standard silicon technology. Currently, our 
product gains power conversion efficiencies (PCE) of 24%, on a road map to 40% PCE which no other solar 
technology can offer. Standardized stability testing and IEC certification are well underway.

• Royal DSM, the world-largest producer of anti-reflective coating used for PV modules, is a major 
shareholder in the company and a potential customer.

• Heliene Inc., the exclusive provider of solar modules for Elon Musk’s SpaceX satellite program, is a 
strategic partner and a potential customer.

• We commercialize research out of the Sargent Lab at the University of Toronto, a global leader in R&D 
in both material classes that we are applying to our product. The efficiencies that the Lab achieves for 
solar cells and that are published in the top journals in the field (such as Nature and Science) and are 
certified by labs such as NREL. 

Once combined into a tandem solar cell, QD Solar’s low-cost advanced nanomaterials are unique in that 
they can absorb both visible and infrared solar energy.

Our B2B model predicts profit margins for QD Solar of >23% in 2022 and >30% in 2024. Our first 
customers, solar module manufacturers, will increase their margins to 18% and 20% respectively in 
strong contrast to low single digit margins currently forecasted for 2022.

Our first-generation demo module will be launched in Q1 2022.

We are seeking $3M USD in a Series A1 financing round to be matched against provincial and federal funds, 
as well as in-kind contributions from aligned strategic partners.  

Pricing of solar modules has continued to fall globally and margins of solar module makers - our customers 
- are being squeezed. Efficiency improvements and cost reductions have stagnated. The sector needs a 
breakthrough to reach the next level of efficiency and power density to return to profitability.

QD Solar is developing a solar cell technology that breaks the fundamental limitations of efficiency. The 
adoption of our flexible, low-cost, high-efficiency solar sheets will disrupt the PV market by creating healthy 
margins to both module manufacturers and QD Solar.

1
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3

LEADERSHIP

Dan Shea
CEO
dan@qdsolarinc.com
(416) 272-5115

By 2035 with 2 GW of our product installed 
worldwide, we will have reduced emissions 
by 42,000 kilotonnes of CO2, on top of similar 
reductions of NOx, SOx, VOC, CO, and TPM. 
We estimate for example that our product will 
create six jobs per MW installed.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

QD SOLAR
Next Generation Photovoltaic Technology for 
Module Makers to Charge High Premiums

qdsolarinc.com Toronto, ON

Dr. Sjoerd Hoogland 
CTO

Dr. Armin Fischer, MBA
COO

$77.4 BILLION
TAM

Source: Zion Market Research by 2025
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Stash Energy has developed the first ductless heat pump with built-in thermal energy storage. Our system 
saves end-users more money than any other heat pump on market. The Stash Energy heat pump shifts 
heating and air-conditioning demand away from peak periods, allowing utilities to integrate renewable 
energy reliably. 

Stash Energy has already made sales to electric utilities in Atlantic Canada as well as utilities in New England.

Stash Energy has developed the only ductless air-to-air heat pump with built-in thermal energy storage. The 
Stash Energy Heat Pump saves end-users more money than any other heat pump on the market. The Stash 
Energy thermostat gives electric utilities and distributed energy resource (DER) aggregators unmatched peak-
shifting control of heating and air-conditioning demand.

Stash Energy has developed a strategic partnership with the world’s largest air-conditioning manufacturer. In 
2020, the company made sales to electric utilities and other customers in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince 
Edward Island, Vermont and Maine. In 2021, Stash Energy will continue to sell into its existing markets, and 
already has sales to electric utilities and other customers in major markets like New York and Ontario.

We are currently raising our Series A round of $3.5M USD and just completed our first sales in the US We 
are looking for strategic investors who can help us enter additional US states and gain market share. We are 
interested in connecting with electric utilities across the US – particularly those with TOU rates or DR programs 
– as well as with installers and distributors in those states.

Stash Energy Heat Pump customers are homeowners, multi-residential property owners and developers, 
housing associations, local governments, small business owners and commercial property developers. 
These groups further segment into those who want to save money, technophiles and those who want to 
limit emissions.

Intermediary B2B customers include utilities, efficiency agencies, distributors and local HVAC installers. 
In states with mature demand response and energy storage programs or TOU rates, Stash Energy sells 
directly to distributors and installers. In jurisdictions with less mature programs and rates, Stash Energy 
generally sells to utilities or governments.

LEADERSHIP

Jordan Kennie

Dr. Mahmoud Rajablu

Daniel Larsen
CEO & Co-Founder

COO

CPO & Co-Founder
jkennie@stash.energy

If shifted demand is met by off-peak renewables 
like hydro or wind, 10,000 of Stash Energy’s heat 
pumps would eliminate 180,649 metric tons of 
CO2e from the atmosphere over the unit’s 10-
year lifecycle – the equivalent of nearly 420,000 
barrels of oil consumed.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

stash.energy Fredericton, NB

$47 BILLION
TAM

Source: US Energy Information Administration

STASH ENERGY
Saving End Users More than
Any Other Heat Pump on the Market 
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2S Water has developed a sensor which detects metals in water in real time. Connecting to any flow of water, 
we can detect 40 different analytes even in complicated matrices. Our sensor is fully automated, just connect 
to a pipe and receive data in parts per billion (ppb) directly to a web interface, phone or SCADA system. 
This sensor can be used for process improvement, machinery input monitoring for boilers and other water 
consuming machinery, and for environmental stewardship.

We currently have more than 925 potential units in the pipeline with potential clients including Sherritt, Suncor, 
Imperial, CNOOC, Lithium Americas, and many others. Talks include signed NDAs, received water samples, 
LOIs, test sites and conditional POs. We are also currently in talks with two worldwide volume resellers and 
South American distribution partners.

2S Water’s sensor is currently in field testing and we are preparing to release our commercially ready unit 
to the market in Q1 2021. We can provide the data that clients need to reduce water contamination, fuel 
consumption, and environmental impact, all while providing a clear and compelling ROI for our clients. Our 
unique physics-based approach means we can scale this across industries, spreading our impact as well as 
growing our company.

We also have an experienced team of entrepreneurs and scientists, with experience in mining and oil & gas 
sales and product development, and helped by strong mentorship ready to revolutionize the way metals are 
detected in water.

We are on a mission to protect the world’s water with realtime data.

We are currently raising $750,000 USD in our seed round. We are searching for investors in cleantech, 
envirotech, water and hardware, as well as investors with market understanding and access points or 
complementary investments. We are also looking for early adopters and strategic partners for market access 
and use case validation.

• Mining firms use our system for effluent treatment, monitoring and process improvement. ROI depends 
on the application, millions in fine avoidance and thousands per day in process improvement. We are 
specifically interested in industrial effluent treatment facilities in North America for early deployments. 

• Petrochemical and power generation firms use our technology for machinery maintenance and effluent 
monitoring. Boiler water input monitoring is a key issue for us to address going forward which affects both 
these industries. We can detect the calcium, magnesium and other scaling agents before they cause 
issues. 

• Further applications include pulp and paper and municipal water system monitoring. LEADERSHIP

Anthea Sargeaunt

Avro Nelson

Anthony Nelson

Mark Bamford

CEO & Co-Founder

CTO

CSO & Co-Founder

CFO

asargeaunt@2swater.com
(780) 483-3459

By 2024, we will have prevented 1.3 billion 
liters of contaminated industrial water from 
entering the environment.

MARKET SIZE IMPACT

2S WATER

2swater.com Edmonton, AB

$20 BILLION
TAM

Source: Global Market Insights

Realtime Metal Detection in Water for Environmental 
Compliance and Process Optimization
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For more information about Canadian cleantech innovation,
please contact Ian Philp (Ian.Philp@international.gc.ca) 

or Evan Cohen (Evan.Cohen@international.gc.ca).
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